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TESTIMONY

* Use asterisk if written testimony and/or amendments are submitted.

Grant Bosse - for Sen Bradley

My name is Grant Bosse with the New Hampshire Senate here to introduce Senate bill 373 on behalf

of Senator Bradley its prime sponsor. Senator Bradley introduced this bill at the request of the

insurance department to require that insurers submit a mental health benefit, comparative analysis,

consistent with federal requirements to ensure they are in compliance with mental health parity

requirements. The bill also removes a state permissible maximum coverage cap for autism. This

section would be preempted by federal mental health parity laws, but could cause confusion if it were

left in the state statute, the bill also removes the requirement that the department develop rules for

autism coverage opting for the enabling may language instead existing federal rules provide the

necessary regulatory structure at this time. Michelle Heaton of the insurance department is here to

give us more complete understanding of the changes. And I would defer any questions of the

committee to her. Thank you for consideration of this legislation, Senator Bradley, ask for your

support of Senate bill 373.

Michelle Heaton - NH Insur Dept

I'm the health law policy legal council. So we requested this legislation and are in support. There are

three parts to this bill, but the last two are more essentially administrative cleanups for. So for the

first part, New Hampshire was one of the first states to perform a market conduct examination

related to health parody. At the end of the exam, two years ago, we entered into a monitor

monitoring agreeance with Anthem and Harvard Pilgrim because there were red flags that came up

and we could not conclude at the time that a violation had taken place. Those monitoring periods

are, have currently been extended another year. So as that are still ongoing, the formal market

conduct exam process is lengthy confidential and resource intensive. This is not always ideal for

transparency, effective use of resources and other issues. The legislation clarifies that the parody

compliance work can take place in tandem with the new federal government requirements. More

efficiently. The mental health parity requirements are frequently misunderstood. Mental health

parity requirements are found in federal law and essentially require that the financial requirements



and treatment limitations applicable to mental health or substance use disorder benefits are no more

restrictive than those applicable to medical surgical benefits. A P (?) is applicable to all health plans

in both the individual and group markets and does not mandate benefits, only parody of the benefits

offered. However, the ACA does set minimum benefits for mental health by including and substance

abuse treatment, as it is an essential health benefit. So the consolidated appropriations act of 2021

amended MEWA to add new federal reporting requirements that carriers are expected to comply

with. So for each NQTL, which is a non quantitative treatment limit imposed, the insurer must

prepare a comparative analysis. That includes that minimum, a clear description of the NQTL

identification of applicable plan terms and policies, identification of the specific mental health

substance use disorder and med surge benefits to which it applies, identify any factors, evidence,

standard sources, strategies used and considered in the design and application. And then detailed

analysis demonstrating that the NQTL is applied as written in an operation are comparable for

mental health and the med surge benefits. So what we would like to do is instead of having to do

frequent mental parody examinations, we would like to take this report and be able to analyze this

along with the department of labor, who is also going to be doing this analysis and as well as CMS,

and we envision this information becoming public, and it aligns our efforts to streamline the

reporting obligations on the carrier and strengthen the ability of the N H I D and the federal

government to identify violations consistently. This would be a major step forward, ensuring mental

health parity coverage requirements are met. Second, the section removes what looks like a

permitted cap on autism treatment. This provision would most certainly be preempted by federal

laws, and it's not cleared, but that's not clear to the readers of the statute. So we're requesting to

remove it to avoid any confusion. And then finally we would like to change shell to may the N H I D

does not believe that rules are necessary. And that's why none have been promulgated, but in a

recent LBA audited, it was identified as a deficiency that we didn't not have rules. If the federal

guidelines were to disappear, then we would be in a position to promulgate rules. So we asked that

you act upon this legislation. I'm happy to take any questions.

Q: Rep Greason

Thank you, Ms. Chair, thank you for your testimony. In other legislation, we use the words shall

adopt rules as necessary, and that seemed to pacify objections. It's a shall, but only as necessary. So

you change from shall to may, which that always opens a can of worms. Would it be amenable to if, if

we were to change back to shall, but then put it as necessary because you just said that it's possible

that federal rules could change and then it may become necessary. So what if we amended this to

say, shall as maybe necessary?

A: That would be fine.

Q: Rep Greason - Okay. I know it's nitnoid but we did it in another piece of legislation. So I just

wanna see if we'd be consistent.

A: Yeah. We just wanna make sure that we're not being forced to promulgate rules when they're not

necessary.

Q: Rep Herbert - If you, could Doug go through the explanation for on the rule you ruled out, section

three part two section three, in order to put on, put in a cap or for this particular type of autism. I, I,

I'm a little confused as to what that, the, what you intend to do by taking that out.



A: So this autism provision originally when the statute was passed, it was pre ACA. So there were

treatment limitations put in there once the ACA was passed, ACA federal law would likely preempt

any of these treatment limitations, and, but they're still in our statute and it can cause some

confusion because people will look at it and think that you can have treatment limitations when

really federal law would prohibit you from doing that. So we're just trying to clean up the statute to

make clear that you cannot have treatment limitations on autism.

Q: Rep Abel - Yes. Thank you. Are there other developmental disorders besides autism that have

have caps on them? Or is autism the only one? I just wondered if I wondered if it needs to be broader

than just one particular

A: This particular statute here is specific to autism.

Q: Rep Abel - I see. So we don't have, but do we have, do we have, do we I'm, I wonder if you could let

us know later or something, if there are others that we might have to come back and address in the

future so that if, if that's the case, we could do it all now.

Q: Rep Hunt - So this is a health insurance mandate that did get passed while I was here. And so I

was, and the limitations were put in because what this was, this was a mandate that insurance

companies have to reimburse the school district. And so at that time to make it seem less minimize

the mandate that, that these dollar amounts per put in. So yes, this is the only, only mental

disability man health insurance mandate that we have. And, and yes, it would be the only one with

dollar limits. And the reason I say that is that because there's plenty of other statutes that have

dollar limits, like hearing aids have a dollar limit medical, durable goods, <laugh> a dollar amount

limitations. So there are plenty of other, you know, limitations, but in this case, this was related to

just this mandate. And it was and that was what was passed here in New Hampshire.

A: Yes. And in the mental health statute, the chapter 417 E this is the only one that has those limits,

but yeah. In other statutes for other mandates, there could be.

Q: Rep Beaulieu - Thank you, Mr. Chair. my question is did you ask for this bill to be brought

forward?

A: Insurance? It was yes. The insurance department. Okay.

Q: Rep Fargo - Thanks for your testimony again. My question is on the very first change, I see that a

sentence was removed that says such examination and evaluation shall include provider

reimbursement practices. Is there a reason why that was stricken?

A: So provider reimbursement practices are one NQTL, but there are many others. We didn't want

be limited to looking just at provider reimbursements. We didn't want to imply that that's the only

NQTL we would be looking at, but the mental parity exam we just completed was specific to provider

reimbursement.

Q: Rep Fargo - I think it's really important that that stays there because that's been something we've

addressed in, in other other discussions on other things. I would hate to think that we would go

through this and not provide that information. And I think without it being in statute, it could, could

be passed by. So



A: There are other sections of RSA 417 E one that do include specific requirements for provider

reimbursement. Okay. So amending this particular section, I don't think is going to cause that

problem, but we can look at amending language if necessary.

Respectfully submitted,

Rep. Keith Ammon, Clerk
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H onorable members ofthe H ou s e C ommerc e and C ons u merA ffairs C ommittee:

Earliertod ay (W ed nes d ay)Ites tified on behalfofH arvard -P ilgrim H ealthC are oppos ed to H B 162 2 . M y
remarks followed the bu lletpoints below and Iam happy to s hare them withyou . The main pointofmy
tes timony is thatthe billd u plic ates au thorities and proc ed u res alread y in plac e and is therefore
u nnec es s ary.

Iwou ld be happy to ans werany q u es tions you may have –P eterB ragd on

~~~~~~~~~

• While Harvard Pilgrim has signed-in in opposition to HB 1622, we fully understand how vitally
important mental health care is. Its importance has been highlighted particularly throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic.

• The concerns we have with this bill are that its goals appear to already be addressed in other parts
of statute, therefore the bill is unnecessary.

• Section I of the bill gives the NHID the authority to investigate insurance carrier conduct that may
violate the federal mental health parity law. However, the NHID already has investigational
authority under RSA 400-A:16, which states that the NHID “may conduct such investigations in
addition to those specifically provided for as he or she may find necessary in order to promote the
efficient administration of the provisions of this title.” The NHID also has examination authority
under RSA 400-A:37. The NHID recently completed a market conduct exam on 3 of NH’s
commercial carriers to ensure compliance with the federal mental health parity law, which shows
that no additional authority is needed.

• Section I further requires that the NHID establish a specific mental health parity complaint process.
The NHID already has a complaint process, which is managed by the Consumer Services Division. A
separate complaint process specifically for mental health parity is unnecessary and would be
confusing to the consumer.

• Section I would also require insurers to submit annual reports on their compliance with federal
Mental Health Parity and Addiction Enforcement Act (MHPAEA). The Consolidated Appropriations
Act recently amended the federal MHPAEA by requiring plans to do a comparative analysis of all
nonquantitative treatment limitations to demonstrate compliance with MHPAEA. We should be
striving to align with the federal requirements rather than create new requirements. I would just
note that the NHID has filed their own bill (SB 373) that would require commercial insurers to file
the comparative analysis with the Department for their review to ensure compliance.

• Finally, the bill would require reimbursement rates for behavioral health care to be no less
extensive than rates provided for any other type of health care for physical illness. MHPAEA
already addresses how insurance carriers should be addressing reimbursement rates and we
should not be reinterpreting the law in state statute.

• I would also note that the legislature revisited the state MHP law in 2020 and added language that
requires insurers to include in their contracts with participating providers reimbursement terms for
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MH/SUD treatment services that are on average, at least as favorable as those in their contracts for
professional services provided by non-hospital affiliated PCPs. This section of the law has only
been in effect for 18 months.
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Dear committee,
I am asking you to please support SB373. NAMI supports this. Health parity should be a priority, not a
backseat, for those suffering from mental illness.
I am a nurse practitioner and a former guardian of a family member who suffers from mental illness. I have
seen firsthand the inequities to those with mental wellness.
Thank you,
Joline Manseau
Hollis,NH
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